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Activity scene tagging algorithms
● TF based entity - vocabulary tagging

● Keywords extraction by RAKE library

Daikin specific 





Video Captions using BERT QnA model

CAPTION detected - Installing split air 
conditioner system

CAPTION detected - Clean the 
barrel fan and plastic



Getting Captions from BERT QnA

1. First we decided some words like “Installation”, “Repair”, “Fault”, 

“service”, “cleaning”. (more words can be added)

2. Finding them in our transcripts and asking corresponding question 

from pretrained BERT model

In my new office I’m 
installing a split air 
conditioner system, 
that will be used for 
both heating and air 
conditioning.

Hello here is Carl the landscape guy. In my new office I’m 
installing a split air conditioner system, that will be used for 
both heating and air conditioning. The model I chose is a 9,000 
BTU 2.6 kw precharged inverter kit. Among other things, the 
manufacturer advertises that this system saves energy and is 
very quiet. It has an antibacterial coating on the fins, works 
with a new, environmentally friendly refrigerant and can be 
controlled via WLAN with a smartphone app. This system 
comes with the coolant prefilled unit, 9 feet of refrigerant 
piping, and small parts such as a feedthrough tube, isolation 
tape, sealant and rubber mounts. There is also the outer wall 
bracket, which I will show you later, when it comes to the 
assembly of the outside unit. 

CAPTIONS

Installing a 
split air 
conditioner 
system

Question asked : 
What is he 
installing?

Keyword 
detected - 
Installation



Demo 



Text Summarization (Extractive Summarization)

● Can be used as short description of complete video

3 sentence summary of a 
big document



Extractive Summarization Algorithms
1. Pretrained BERT Encoders (BERT-SUM)

Summary of demo video 1
'Today I have got an overheated compressor. So I knew today that it probably was my hard start kit or 
the capacitor that was just having trouble getting the compressor to start.'
Summary of demo video 2
"Orange on arm, you're hard to clean technician to die. So you need to be able to push water all the way 
through that coil to clean it properly. It's not good just brushing it off with a brush because you're not 
cleaning the the coil all the way through and if you dyed it still means that We are getting drawer and all 
of those little fins is still going to fight its way through the day to get cold. Putting the gun into the 
drawing then I'm just giving it a real place to knock anything out of the drying."

2. Pysummarization library based sentence scoring





Pipeline flow

Remote support video

Using shot 
detection results

Mp4 to 
mp3 to 
wavGetting 

multiple 
videos

If duration of 
video > 1 min

Use google text to speech API 
by uploading audio files on 
cloud storage else don’t need 
to upload

Final 
transcript

Preprocess 
text data 
and run 
algorithms



Time span detection using text

● LDA Topic modeling approach to cluster sentences



● Using pretrained BERT model to get sentence embeddings and 

clustering sentences using k-means clustering algorithm

Hello here is Carl the landscape guy. In my new office I’m 
installing a split air conditioner system, that will be used 
for both heating and air conditioning. The model I chose 
is a 9,000 BTU 2.6 kw precharged inverter kit. Among 
other things, the manufacturer advertises that this 
system saves energy and is very quiet. It has an 
antibacterial coating on the fins, works with a new, 
environmentally friendly refrigerant and can be controlled 
via WLAN with a smartphone app. This system comes 
with the coolant prefilled unit, 9 feet of refrigerant piping, 
and small parts such as a feedthrough tube, isolation 
tape, sealant and rubber mounts. There is also the outer 
wall bracket, which I will show you later, when it comes to 
the assembly of the outside unit. Then here we have the 
indoor unit, which is very light. It comes with a cable that 
will connect both units. It also includes the manual, the 
remote control and a wall holder for it. Both devices 
seemed to have been well-packed and arrived 
undamaged. This is the back of the wall mount. The 
indoor unit will go on this brick and concrete wall. I 
measure the distance between the holes of the wall 
bracket from the outer edge of the unit. Horizontally, the 
plate is slightly adjustable. A minimum distance of half a 
foot from the ceiling must be kept so that the air can flow 
properly. I draw the height of the upper holes with the help 
of a level. 

Sentence embeddings

Using 
BERT

Sentence clustering



Different approaches implemented
● Sentence clustering

○ Using pretrained BERT model to get sentence embeddings 

and clustering sentences using k-means clustering algorithm

○ LDA Topic modeling approach to cluster sentences

● Classification of text into 2 - “Installing”, “repairing” and then 

adding these words with our tags

● Using POS tag analysis to get relevant words near the entity which 

could be added with entities in our tagging algorithm 



Challenges
● Speech to text model sometimes is not able to recognize domain specific 

words like capacitor, condenser etc which are very important for our task.

● Working with big videos was very challenging. To get transcription of long 

videos we have to upload a .wav format file which occupies 3 times the 

memory of the original video file, so uploading it to google cloud takes a 

lot of time.

● We were not able to get a good video/text with very different tasks which 

could have helped us in sentence clustering task 

● Getting useful timestamps was not easy using google text to speech

● Sequential clustering difficult as tasks are not very different

● Existing vocabulary is not very good
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Internship Experience
● Great learning experience

● Learned and explored a lot in these 2 weeks

● Everyday discussions with mentor was very helping and motivating

● Due to short time I was not able to add many features to my 

algorithm

THANK YOU DAIKIN FOR THIS ONLINE 
INTERNSHIP



If you have any question 
Please ask.


